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CHAIRMAN...
Beginning a two-year term in December
as chairman of the Oklahoma Hall
of Fame is both an honor and, at the
same time, quite humbling.Thank you
very much to immediate past chairman
Mark Stansberry for his dedication and
for the growth that occurred under his
leadership and to every member of the
board of directors for their commitment
to this incredible organization.
Many extraordinary stories have
yet to be told and the Oklahoma Hall
of Fame, through each of its programs
and the Gaylord-Pickens Museum, has
provided a unique venue to share what
it means to be an Oklahoman.The
events at the Museum are geared for
guests of all ages—from art openings
highlighting Oklahoma artists and
movie premieres to seeing the faces of
elementary students during story time
with NASA Astronaut John Herrington
and exploring careers through the
Picture Yourself exhibit.
Programming also occurs in
communities throughout Oklahoma.
Stories Across Our State (SAOS)
provides rural libraries, in towns with
populations of less than 6,000, with
story time, crafts, and free books while

our Statewide Outreach program
puts members of the Oklahoma Hall
of Fame and our board of directors
in classrooms of their hometowns.
In fact, SAOS was such a success in
2017 that we received full funding to
continue again this year. Through our
publishing department and Library
Distribution program we place much
needed resources in libraries and
classrooms statewide.
Through my involvement with the
Oklahoma Hall of Fame and as a
donor, I am constantly impressed with
the staff’s ability to stretch our donors’
support to make the greatest impact
possible.Be assured, your financial
support is making a difference in the
lives of Oklahomans across our state
and in our home at the GaylordPickens Museum. I, along with our
officers, directors, and staff, are
grateful for your continued support.

Gov. Bill Anoatubby, Chairman
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With the first quarter under our belt, the
Gaylord-Pickens Museum has hosted
more than 3,000 guests through free
field trip and family programming. And,
we are just getting started.
Artist Lucas Simmons “American Fire”
will be showing in the Tulsa World |
Lorton Family Gallery through mid-May,
with “Ikbi”, a unique collaboration
between the Chickasaw and Choctaw
nations featuring more than 50 tribal
artists, opening at month’s end. The
opening reception will be held in late
June and you will have the opportunity
to meet the artists, as well as Chickasaw
Governor Bill Anoatubby and Choctaw
Chief Gary Batton. May also will see
the opening of the next series of
experiences in Picture Yourself. Guests
of all ages will have the opportunity to
experience a simulated plane cockpit,
working in the field of energy, and step
into the life of a superstar.
Last month the Teen Board hosted
the 7th annual Oklahoma Land Run 5K
and 1-Mile Fun Run, earning more than
$20,000 for education programming. In
addition, we welcomed record crowds
to participate in It’s A Spring Thing—two
fun-filled weeks of story time, arts and
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crafts, gardening, puppies and horses,
Oklahoma Hall of Famers, and the
Rolling Thunder Book Bus. The fun will
continue with Summer Thursdays, every
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. from Memorial
Day to Labor Day. Next month we
will celebrate students from across
the state that earned scholarships for
their performance in the Oklahoma
Scholarship Competition and present
the ninth annual Lee Allan Smith
Oklahoma Legacy Award to Oklahoma
City’s own David Rainbolt.
May also will host the
announcement of the 2018 Class of
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Honorees.
Scheduled for the evening of
Thursday, November 15th, the 2018
Oklahoma Hall of Fame Banquet
& Induction Ceremony will be held
at the Renaissance Tulsa Hotel and
Convention Center. Mark your
calendar now and plan to join us
in Tulsa to celebrate those receiving
Oklahoma’s highest honor!

Shannon L. Rich, President & CEO
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Legacy Reinvented:
Artist Kristopher Kanaly
BY EMMA FRITZ

Kristopher Kanaly is known for his bold, abstract street murals throughout
Oklahoma City’s Plaza District and its downtown, but a quick glance
reveals much more than that. A rich family history in Oklahoma and the art
community, a personal motivation to share the arts, and a love for individual
interpretation pushes Kanaly to design murals around the country that
continue to bring color to the landscape of the city. No matter the city or
assignment, Kanaly’s work is distinguishable by the bright colors, abstract
figures, and hidden elements. Much like his street art, Kanaly is an Oklahoma
inspiration with a passion as rich as the state’s history.
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PLAZA WALLS

orn and raised in Oklahoma City,
Kristopher Kanaly comes from a
family similar to his art: bold and
involved. For Kanaly, a family connection to
art and relating it to the local community
goes back multiple generations. His great
grandfather, Willard Johnson, came to
Oklahoma in 1889 and opened the Colonial
Art Company in 1919. His love for prints
came from a post in World War I where
he was charged with protecting European
museums; when he returned to Oklahoma,
Johnson began collecting prints to share
and sell so that people could appreciate the
masterpieces much as he had. Originally
a farmhouse, the gallery was located on
Northwest 1st and Blackwelder Avenue in
now downtown Oklahoma City. The gallery
quickly gained recognition in the area
because of the amount of prints it offered.
Johnson started loading prints in the car with
his family and travelling the country to make
the works more widely available. He would
set up anywhere they would let him and sell
prints to people in an attempt to bring art
to the people. This practice resulted in the
official organization of National Art Week in
1921, dedicated to preserving art in education
and schools. Johnson’s mission was to
make art available to the community and
communicate through art, much like Kanaly’s
goal today.
Upon the passing of Willard Johnson, his
son, Willard Johnson II, took over caring
for the now established and well-known
Colonial Art Company in 1960. The shop
took on restoration projects and building
handmade frames as well, along with
gold leafing. People came to the shop
on weekends and would sit to talk with
Johnson for hours. Johnson and the shop
were a pair, and were well known in the
community. Johnson pushed the boundaries
of the gallery outside of Oklahoma and
became a world-class art dealer. He worked
with galleries throughout the country and
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opened galleries in other cities, constantly
traveling to make broader connections.
Despite its great success in Oklahoma City
and its notoriety outside of Oklahoma, the
family made the difficult decision to sell
the Colonial Art Company in 2010 with the
passing of Johnson II. An auction was held

to Kanaly’s growth as an artist and created
many means of inspiration to follow in his
family’s path while still finding a unique way
to earn his own reputation as an artist.
Kanaly grew up in Oklahoma City attending
Bishop McGuinness and John Marshall
High School, followed by Oklahoma City

UNDERPASS, Oklahoma City.

and the sale of the pieces and the company
became the largest private art collection
sold in Oklahoma’s history. The sale of the
Colonial Art Company marked the end of the
gallery; however, the family remains heavily
involved in the arts and the community. A
family committed to the arts contributed
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ABSTRACT PASSAGES, Oklahoma City. Photo by Chase Smallwood.

Community College for his degree. By the
age of 12, Kanaly was sweeping the floors
and exploring the massive amounts of work
housed in the family business. He spent hours
going through prints and learning about his
great grandfather’s projects in expanding
the community’s relationship with the arts
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CANADIAN-PARADISE, Edmonton, Canada.

and the masterpieces housed in the gallery.
Kanaly also spent time with his father in local
advertising companies with more art supplies
than most kids would know what to do with.
His environment consistently encouraged and
nurtured Kanaly’s creative side and allowed
him to explore these talents at a young age,
something Kanaly works to do now with
organizations around Oklahoma.

WE ARE THUNDER, Oklahoma City.

A

n original love for graffiti inspired
Kanaly through most of his work and
had him pursuing this method throughout his
childhood and early adulthood. Recalling the
first time he picked up a can of spray paint
and replicated an image already on the wall in
a ditch by Penn Square Mall, Kanaly considers
that as the moment he knew of the gratification
using spray paint for his art brought him. The
quickness and size of this art style drew him in.
As he grew up, Kanaly continued refining his
craft and finding ways to build on his skills.
GALACTICAT. Queens, New York City, New York.
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After college, Kanaly moved to Portland,
Oregon and nurtured his love for street art
throughout larger cities. Upon moving back
to Oklahoma City to be closer to family
while raising his daughter, Fiona, Kanaly
made it his mission to bring this form of
art to his hometown. The years in Portland
allowed Kanaly to return home with fresh
eyes and see the growth of Oklahoma City.
The city had made so many improvements
and continued to grow with things like the
Oklahoma City Thunder and an increasingly
urban scene; there couldn’t have been a
better time to bring such color to the walls
of his hometown. Kanaly did what he could
to “nurture the underbelly” of contemporary
art culture as graffiti is the basis for several
artists. The first project Kanaly did in
BIG BROTHER, Tulsa.
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SPRINKLES.

engage, tinker, and explore with a wide range of activities and interactives.

The exhibit is set to debut in May, 2018,
with Kanaly’s mural as the entrance.

of the Gaylord-Pickens Museum, home of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame in

Kristopher Kanaly will be designing a mural inside the walls

Oklahoma City, in the MAKERSPACE. The exhibit encourages children to
SKATE FLOWER. Everhart Museum, Scranton, Pennsylvania.
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PLAZA WALLS PROJECT INAUGURATION. Oklahoma City.

Oklahoma City was in historic Automobile
Alley on the side of Uptown United in an
alley at the owner’s request to paint anything
positive. Word of this project by Kanaly and
several other artists got out and gained
notoriety. People visited the site regularly,
taking pictures and engaging with this new
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image included in the landscape. Although
the project was shut down due to the group
not having a mural permit, the idea behind
the project sparked a movement in the
community.
Following the Uptown United alley, Kanaly
and several local artists worked to get a

permit, find a location, and launch a series
of installations. They received permission
for a one-year pilot program and, with
the owner’s permission, began the Plaza
Walls project. The community immediately
took notice of the project, falling for the
bright colors, positive message, and new

scenery. Following their six-month review,
the group’s project was expanded to pieces
on Gatewood Avenue and Indiana Avenue.
Their project was then expanded to become
a three-year program with installations
throughout various neighborhoods of
Oklahoma City.
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Kanaly’s work unveiled at Mural Fest 66, Miami.

A

long the way, Kanaly and others
established the Oklahoma Mural
Syndicate, a nonprofit organization designed
to help mural artists secure funding for
their projects. Through the Oklahoma Mural
Syndicate, more than 100 murals have been
created by 60+ artists. In 2017 the group
gained support from Powered by Google
for several of their artist’s financial needs.
While Kanaly continues to paint throughout
Oklahoma City, the nation, and Canada,
he also works constantly to increase the
opportunities for local artists to paint their city.
Kanaly has begun working to nurture
this talent in young artists and involve the
community more than ever. One of the
goals of the Oklahoma Mural Syndicate
is to facilitate and promote public art;
they often accomplish this by working
with organizations throughout Oklahoma.
Upcoming projects include Hearts for
Hearing and Odyssey Leadership Academy
in which the children have the opportunity
to get involved and express themselves in a
way that they most likely never have. They
are also able to bring artists in from all over
the world to work with and learn from. As
murals continue to go up around Oklahoma,
Kanaly’s mission to paint positive messages
and breathe life into the community seems
stronger than ever before.
Kanaly continues to pursue his goal of
nurturing the streets of the country and adding
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color everywhere he goes. Although Kanaly
continues to garner success and recognition,
he remains in Oklahoma for his family and
community. When asked what inspires him
in his work and efforts, Kanaly said that
being part of this “vortex of inspiration and
creativity” pushes him more than anything
else. He notes that seeing artists post pieces
throughout the Plaza, watching as people
give back in their own way following the
creation of the Plaza Walls has provided a
sense of gratification and inspiration. Seeing
the inspiration in the community following
the installation of these murals keeps Kanaly
and the other artists of the group motivated
to keep making strides in the area. Being part
of this movement has given Kanaly a sense of
fulfillment in an addictive way that inspires him
to keep creating.

K

analy’s work is often described as
bold, abstract, and colorful. It’s eye
catching as you drive through an underpass
or walk through the Plaza District. Not
only does it seize your attention, it holds it
captive. You find yourself looking at each
element of the piece and then repeating the
motion over again just to find something
you missed on the first pass. Kanaly offers
abstract pieces that seem to have so much
detail and hidden elements.
His work is done in spray paint, with
brushes, digitally, and through pure creativity.
Each piece is different from the last, but they
all hold similar elements. Each one portrays
a positive message and imagery. Kanaly uses
his artwork to breathe life into the community
and what better way to do that than provide
positivity. Each piece has a life of its own,

but makes connections to similar broad idea
themes that Kanaly refers back to. The beauty
of his pieces comes from smaller elements
creating a view of the larger picture at hand.
Kanaly’s work has an element of the
unknown in it. He toys with the ideas
of everything out there that isn’t in our
everyday world, demonstrating this with
UFOs and space-related images. The mystery
of life and all of its parts are enjoyable for
Kanaly to add to his work, which connects
back to the “big picture” idea behind
individual elements in his pieces. Space and
its imagery remain one of Kanaly’s themed
influences throughout his work.
When asked to describe his own work,
Kanaly uses words such as “ultra-flat”, “no
gradients”, “dimensional”, “contemporary”,
and “themes”. His work is absolutely all of
these things, but it is also much more than
that. His work is colorful, bold, eye-catching,
and inspiring. His art continues to grace the
walls of Oklahoma City and contributes to
the ever-growing life in the community. Upon
returning home, Kanaly made it his mission
to nurture and create public art for a city
on the rise. He has accomplished this while
contributing to the creation of a community
knitted together by varying strands. Kanaly’s
work and efforts throughout Oklahoma
connect him to the goal of generations of his
family, but also demonstrate his creativity
and commitment in his own right.
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